
  
                                                                                                   
 
 West Lindsey District Council 

Sustainability, Climate Change and the Environment Strategy 
 
 
294 responses were received in total. 
 
1.a Are you concerned about the environment and the impact of climate change?   
   207 (70.9%) Yes a lot 
   71 (24.3%) Yes a little 
   13 (4.5%) Not really 
   1 (0.3%) Not at all 
   0 (0.0%) Don't know 
 
 

 
 
 
 
1.b What concerns you most about climate change and our environment?  
   39 (13.8%) Species extinction 
   42 (14.8%) Flooding 
   28 (9.9%) Rising temperatures 
   71 (25.1%) Extreme weather 
   92 (32.5%) Environment destruction 
   4 (1.4%) Disease 
   5 (1.8%) Refugees 
   2 (0.7%) Don't know 
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Q1.a Concerned about the environment



 

 
 
 
Other 

    
 

1. Not sure that the dash for electric vehicles is good for the environment. 
2. All of the above 
3. The very existential ability of the planet Earth to sustain life. All the above are 

merely symptoms! 
4. The frenzy caused by Extinction Rebellion - they have not proved that temp 

increase is due to humans 
5. all bother me immensely  so v. hard to make a choice 
6. Concern for my grandchildren and their children 
7. A number of these are inter linked 
8. All of the above 
9. Plastics not being reused and finishing up in the ocean after being discarded. 
10. All of the above. 
11. These are all inter-related....ticking only one is ridiculous! 
12. Rapacious building throughout Lincolnshire, but particularly in West Lindsay 
13. climate change brings all of the above, they are connected - the package concerns 

me 
14. I feel that species extinction, flooding comes into this remit strongly 
15. All of it! they are all intrinsically linked and impact upon each other. 
16. all of the above 
17. We are dependant on other species for our food .eg no pollination of fruit etc. 
18. Poor question: rising temperatures are causing all the others 
19. Everything. 
20. All categories above 
21. Pretty much all of the above - if we don't do something this planet will become 

uninhabitable 
22. complex: some of above are causes, some consequences; habitat loss historic, 

fossil fuel consumption 
 
 
 West Lindsey District Council has pledged to reduce our carbon footprint and become 
net-zero carbon emissions from our own operations by 2050. Net zero refers to zero 
carbon dioxide emissions equivalent. An explanation of this can be viewed here 
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Q1.b What concerns most



 
2. How well do you currently understand the term net zero carbon?  
   88 (30.1%) Very well 
   169 (57.9%) Quite well 
   25 (8.6%) Not well 
   8 (2.7%) Not well at all 
   2 (0.7%) Don't know 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3.a Do you think its achievable for West Lindsey District Council to reduce our own carbon 

emissions to net zero by 2050?   
   171 (58.8%) Yes 
   49 (16.8%) No 
   71 (24.4%) Don't know 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3.b Why do you believe it is not achievable? 
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 1. Too costly and the people will not be able to afford it. 
2. Although willing I believe monetary obstacles will happen 
3. Because the use of vehicles and etc. which require energy/carbon to be used in their 

manufacture (steel) will not be offset by the changes proposed. 
4. You will never have the infrastructure to accommodate going totally electric with 

vehicles 
5. Living animals. including humans, emit carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 
6. I am sure the council will work continuously towards achieving this but the financial 

implications will make it difficult to achieve by that date. Nevertheless having an 
ambitious target is better than setting sights too low 

7. Too much of carbon emission is outside your control in foreign manufacturing areas 
eg China. Consider the carbon emission in vehicle and appliance manufacture. 

8. not everyone will be able to afford electric cars 
9. wrong objectives 
10. because the money for infrastructure is not there 
11. Technology not advancing quickly enough and costs will be prohibitive given future 

economic meltdown as a result of COVID 
12. Too many variable to be part of the plan. Chance of consensus within council and 

population doubtful. Look around West Lindsey for covid non-compliance you do not 
need to look far. 

13. Government cuts and other priorities 
14. Not sure what the term means entirely but homes/cars/transport in a rural county - 

seems difficult to imag8ne 
15. Too many people need feeding 
16. until someone introduces low emission Heavy goods lorry’s  low carbon fuel for huge 

ships etc 
17. Because you need to identify every component the council procures determine it’s 

carbon footprint and mitigate a carbon offset. An example what is the carbon 
consumption in producing a Lithium Ion battery including mining, operations 
formulation of electrolytes energy cost transport cost of raw materials around the 
world 

18. Lack of funds 
19. Expense especially now that so much has been spent on covid and where is the 

money going to come from to pay too get carbon zero 
20. You will not be able to control the behaviour of individuals and organisations in this 

regard 
21. Unrealistic target if one is just going to kill off fossil fuels.  More needed on improving 

combustion emissions of fossil fuels. 
22. The financial position to do so will be insufficient due to large drop in GDP, 

government debt, loss of businesses, increased unemployment etc due to the Corona 
virus impact and leaving the EU without an agreement. 

23. The complexity of the situation commands very focussed intervention. This is difficult 
because conditions fluctuate. 

24. Control 
25. Because i do think it is humanly impossibly 
26. it will involve too much change to the way we live and work and I cannot see many 

people agreeing to change their ways. And potentially it will cost a lot in the country 
that just foolishly dropped out of the EU and is still being battered by a pandemic 

27. There are too many external influences that will dictate the speed and effectiveness 
of the goal 

28. I have a strong view that climate change is caused primarily by the solar system! 
29. Not all people will be able to make the transition and government won’t help the 

council by giving you extra funding 
30. Too much is outside of local control 
31. Because as with covid not everyone will adhere to the regulations 
32. General apathy 
33. Building, destruction of habitat and population growth 



34. economic pressures will prevail 
35. Due to the number of factors outside the control of the Council and also the Council's 

definition of zero emissions. If you buy a service, product or goods you have little 
control of 'their' carbon footprint, but it does have an impact on your own, as you are 
'condoning' the level of carbon by buying such.  

36. National government imposing arbitrary numbers for new developments in rural 
areas. 

37. All actions have some negative impact in one way or another. Modern technology be 
it mobile phones or wind turbines all need heated factories and raw materials 
transporting and processing which takes energy and leaves a carbon footprint. 

38. It is impossible to achieve 100% net 0 as we cannot rule out the CO2 emission by 
humans, plants, household machinery and online streaming (Specially HD and UHD) 

39. It will inevitably lead to a more difficult lifestyle for all and I am afraid that the people 
of this country will not accept hardship at any cost. 

40. Because it is an unrealistic concept 
41. One answer to help this would be to get businesses to recycle.  There is no recycling 

for businesses. 
42. Country not geared up for it.  Will need considerable investment during a time when 

Councils are strapped for cash! 
43. Council action alone is not enough all the population needs to be engaged and there 

will be many objections and resistance to change from the public. 
44. Not realistic 
45. Timeframe is too long 

 
 
 
3.c Considering your answer above, and your own views about climate change, do you 

think this target is:  
   63 (22.3%) Too ambitious 
   148 (52.3%) About right 
   72 (25.4%) Not ambitious enough 
 
 
 

 
 
 
4.a Do you think it is achievable for the whole district of West Lindsey to be net zero 

carbon by 2050?  
   149 (51.4%) Yes 
   71 (24.5%) No  
   70 (24.1%) Don't know 
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4.b Why do you believe it is not achievable? 
    

1. You will be relying on individuals and business to achieve this. Without significant 
financial help this will be undeliverable 

2. So much carbon is used in everything, steel and cement manufacture produces 
large amount of carbon dioxide. Electric vehicles require totally renewable energy 
to be carbon neutral just in their running, let alone manufacture. 

3. Financial cost and lack of suitable technology 
4. Just not possible 
5. To get a population on board will be difficult 
6. Computers, vehicles (even if electrical), paper waste, 
7. Because net zero is quite complex and requires major lifestyle and business 

changes 
8. not everyone will be able to afford electric cars 
9. There are 2 reasons 1 you cannot control the environment and 2 the destruction is 

caused by over population, which is responsible for waste, the throwaway society 
in the quest for more goods etc. 

10. because the infrastructure is not there and the money is not available 
11. Too many gas and oil using machines 
12. Unaffordable 
13. A lot of work 
14. Gut feeling 
15. Too ambitious 
16. far too many objectives in the equation all which involves seismic shifts in how 

things are done now and how they will have to be done for zero carbon 
17. Too many people need feeding 
18. Because people do not realise the seriousness of climate change 
19. You can only measure carbon consumption by knowing the carbon consumption of 

everything you buy from paper computers equipment transport. You haven’t got 
the resources or expertise in house to make this calculation. Eg what are you 
going to resurface a road with? 

20. Lack of funds 
21. Too many private houses to convert heating and insulation, also considerable cost 

of same will cause some difficulties for owners. 
22. Older housing and oil fuelled heating in rural areas 
23. The cost of changes 
24. Expense 
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25. West Lindsey is a very large area, it will be difficult to stop many of its inhabitants 
burning carbon carbon to heat homes. Homes in rural areas will still need to use 
carbon for heating and cooking. New laws would have to be introduced and 
modifications made to homes to stop carbon use, I don't see this happening. 

26. Far too ambitious and in rural area's impractical to just cut out fossil fuels.  More 
thoughtful integration of all sources needed.  No one answer. 

27. Financial restraints caused by a combination of Covid19, leaving EU without a 
deal, Government debt, low GDP, unemployment etc. 

28. Requires significant Government and individual investment. Transport difficult in a 
rural community, post pandemic economic recovery. 

29. Control 
30. it is an impossibility 
31. An affordable alternative fuel will not be achievable by 2050 
32. Not everyone is on board 
33. It's a large rural area it's also not a rich area 
34. Too much is outside local control and getting buy-in by a sufficient number or 

residents is unlikely 
35. general apathy 
36. The cost to the homeowner will be immense 
37. We all need to be working together to get the end result and I don't think that will 

happen 
38. Destruction of natural environment,  over population 
39. Will be difficult to bring industry/business on board without external policy levers or 

the threat of sanctions/fines 
40. I don't believe anywhere can achieve zero carbon 
41. Due again to the many factors involved. Are we going to stop food production in 

Lincolnshire? If we reduce our carbon level to zero, then all farming activities will 
have to stop, as farming is a great contributor to C02 emissions. 

42. Transport is difficult in a rural area.  There is a huge stock of older, inefficient 
properties.  Many people can’t afford electric cars and home improvements. 

43. All actions have some negative impact in one way or another. Modern building 
materials and even battery cells for electric vehicles have to be manufactured. 
Paperless admin systems are carried out on computers that come via vehicles and 
in packaging that contributes to waste which then has to me processed. 

44. altering homes and cars to environment friendly will take loner and be too 
expensive for most people 

45. Too many uncontrollables 
46. Far too many people (and far too much) needs to change in a relatively short  

period 
47. Again any decrease in the comfortable living standards we have become used to 

will not be tolerated by the vast majority of people. 
48. Still an unrealistic concept 
49. Too expensive to implement 
50. Not enough information given to households 
51. Public need to be persuaded about validity of climate change.  There will need to 

be a financial benefit as well. 
52. A lot of net-zero carbon emissions tends towards shifting the burden of 

environmental harm elsewhere. I am unsure the district as a whole is small enough 
for that to work. 

53. Very difficult to achieve sustainable travel in a rural area with aged housing stock 
and unreliable and sparse public transport. Providing electric car charging won't 
help if rural poor cannot afford new vehicles. 

54. Is it achievable in industry? 
55. Council action alone is not enough all the population needs to be engaged and 

there will be many objections and resistance to change from the public. 
56. Not realistic 
57. requires Government intervention in the business sector 



 
4.c Considering your answer above, and your own views about climate change, do you think 

this target is:  
   73 (25.3%) Too ambitious 
   149 (51.6%) About right 
   67 (23.2%) Not ambitious enough 
 
 

 
 
 

5. Having considered our draft Sustainability, Climate Change and the Environment 
Strategy, what are the main benefits you think it could bring? (copy available on the 
website)  

   208 (72.0%) Slowing down climate change 
   62 (21.5%) Improved mental health 
   186 (64.4%) Improved low carbon transport options 
   204 (70.6%) Reduced waste 
   93 (32.2%) Improved physical health 
   92 (31.8%) Saving money in the long run 
   4 (1.4%) I don't think there are benefits 
   188 (65.1%) Protection of natural habitats and species 
   204 (70.6%) Help protect against flooding and extreme temperatures 
   8 (2.8%) Don't know 
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Other 

 1. What plans are there for the disposal of spent electric car batteries? 
2. none of the above 
3. I foresee greater waste in replacing cars with EV solutions that have the potential 

to have as bigger 
4. I have not read it. I would expect it to help with all of these 
5. Greater biodiversity 
6. an integrated approach will support all those ticked plus more e.g. better air 

quality 
7. Saving our planet which sustains us and we enjoy. 
8. all of the above 
9. Really need a global effort. Cost may be prohibitive for many 
10. better understanding 

 
6. Now, considering some of the actions in the draft strategy, which of the following do you think 

households could do to have the greatest impact of reducing climate change and which of the 
following have you done already?  

  Greatest impact Already done  
 Switching to renewable energy such as solar or 

wind power 
  197 (87.2%)   73 (32.3%)  

 Make sure your home has enough insulation   161 (60.3%)   190 (71.2%)  
 Limiting the amount of water you use   108 (54.0%)   145 (72.5%)  
 Driving less or driving an electric or low emissions 

car 
  166 (79.8%)   89 (42.8%)  

 Minimising single use plastic in packaging or 
products you buy 

  192 (76.8%)   115 (46.0%)  

 Recycling as much household waste as possible by 
taking part in all household recycling options 
available 

  161 (60.8%)   208 (78.5%)  
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 using public transport more often than you currently 
do 

  92 (81.4%)   35 (31.0%)  

 Reducing food miles by shopping local   110 (60.1%)   115 (62.8%)  
 Switch to an electric or hybrid family car   140 (91.5%)   29 (19.0%)  
 Growing your own food   89 (66.4%)   79 (59.0%)  
 Reduce Air Travel   135 (75.0%)   97 (53.9%)  
 Eating a more plant-based diet   80 (59.7%)   91 (67.9%)  
 Car sharing   72 (82.8%)   20 (23.0%)  
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7. Its important to prioritise time and resources to make sure we make the greatest impact fast.  
Which of the potential actions in our draft strategy will have a big or small impact on reducing 
climate change and improving the environment in our district?  

  Big impact Small impact Don't know  
 West Lindsey District Council leading by 

example and becoming net zero carbon 
  156 (54.9%)   109 (38.4%)   19 (6.7%)  

 More local information on carbon emission 
figures etc to help influence peoples daily 
behaviour 

  113 (40.1%)   149 (52.8%)   20 (7.1%)  

 Retrofitting homes to become more energy 
efficient and tackling fuel poverty 

  218 (76.2%)   56 (19.6%)   12 (4.2%)  

 Supporting and promoting the development of 
low carbon travel and low emission vehicles 

  186 (66.0%)   79 (28.0%)   17 (6.0%)  

 Seeking additional powers and resources from 
Government to help tackle climate change 

  162 (58.5%)   84 (30.3%)   31 (11.2%)  

 Reducing waste and increasing reuse and 
recycling 

  232 (80.6%)   55 (19.1%)   1 (0.3%)  

 Planting trees   164 (71.0%)   58 (25.1%)   9 (3.9%)  
  

 
 
Any other you think would have a big impact: 

 1. Planting trees needs to be the right tree in the right place. 
2. WLDC is a small fish in an ocean, whatever, small impact when compared with India 

and China 
3. Visit education policies to make children go to the most local schools and cut out the 

transport. 
4. Trying to keep the population density low i.e. stop expansion of towns, reduce 

greenfield building, 
5. Installing re-charging points for Hybrid and Electric cars.  EVERYWHERE !! 
6. Get fast broadband in every household so people can communicate easier 
7. very heavy fines for fly tippers 
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8. Rewinding. All these measures have be directed and funded nationally 
9. Work with other councils so the nearest recycling tip can be used, not just wldc. 
10. Tree planting could  have a positive & effective impact but all landowners would have 

to be involved 
11. Encouraging cycling and walking 
12. reducing junk mail 
13. There needs to be due consideration not all work in all cases. People need to 

cooperate more. 
14. Improving public transport infrastructure 
15. Cardboard recycling to stop contamination from other items 
16. Recommending Energy efficient boilers in homes, old and new 
17. Ensuring that planning permission for new houses requires them to be energy 

efficient. 
18. Promoting sustainable businesses, those that stock ethically and environmentally 

sourced products 
19. Improve IT infrastructure to encourage more remote working. Greater use of heat 

pump technology 
20. Domestic swellings submit a form to evidence a significant carbon reduction and get a 

month CT reduce 
21. Taxing companies that still use plastics for packaging 
22. Reduce Farm waste and gases 
23. Improve the really slow broadband speeds in rural areas (most of West Lindsey), to 

allow home working 
24. New builds should meet much higher environmental standards what has got through 

recently is shocking 
25. Eliminating highway litter. As there doesn't seem to be a policy to do that. Public 

awareness! 
26. Nothing WLDC do will make any difference whilst China & India continuing Pumping 

emissions 
27. Electricity supply has to be increased dramatically before you can use more 
28. Swapping unwanted items in your street on a set day. (As in Germany)It really works! 
29. Improve public transport in rural areas 
30. Lincolnshire Co-op rapacious prices force many to shop outside their local areas to 

save 40% 
31. Big companies reducing waste and single use plastics negating the need for every 

household to do this 
32. My reason for ticking small impact all countries must follow the same principle or it will 

not work 
33. Educate public on individuals and households impact by their day to day habits , 

shopping, diet, ... 
34. Schools and Public buildings owned by Councils, Government and other bodies 

becoming at least net zero 
35. Connect rateable value of buildings to energy efficiency 
36. Making more aircraft run on electric motors 
37. Introducing renewable energy generation for as many Council owned/managed 

locations as is reasonable 
38. Encourage communities to help fund wind or solar farms, so that cheaper electricity 

can be produced 
39. Stop all unnecessary building on green land 
40. Other habitat creation/enhancement e.g. wetland, natural flood management. planning 

conditions 
41. It's important that people don't start planting trees in small gardens, especially on the 

boundary 
42. The biggest impact would be to change farming: fewer chemicals, less ploughing in 

flood risk areas 
43. Re waste recycling, encourage retailers to clearly mark recyclable packaging. 
44. Reduce fly tipping 



45. Have more virtual meetings rather than physically travelling 
46. WLDC to stop building their new Depot at Caenby Corner on grade 2 agricultural land. 
47. making it more expensive to buy/do things that cause large carbon emissions 
48. Educating people about eating more plant based food and less meat and animal 

products 
49. Setting aside natural areas for wildlife, not landscaped but ‘rewilded’. Not cutting down 

trees. 
50. As well as number 2 above, everyone should be taught the danger of pollution. 
51. Bring back education in schools of cooking, (food saving and reuse as done in the war 

years). 
52. allow use of recycling facilities across county borders 
53. Solar Panel Farms on grazing land, Wind and Water turbines, LED lighting in all 

buildings, 
54. Community education and skills training - e.g. community garden, how to eat a more 

plant based diet 
55. Limiting number of household cars to Max 2 per household, banning smoking and sell 

of tobacco, vapes. 
56. stop building on green land surrounding our towns and use brown land within the toms 

themselves 
57. More recycling 
58. Join forces with other district and county councils to share best practice 
59. We need proactive measures to help heal the harm we've done, not just do less or 

move the harm. 
60. Make household recycling more accessible to all, needs to improve now, very difficult 

to book a slot 
61. Light pollution - unnecessary night-time lighting;   weekly shop - take own containers 

for non-food items 
62. "Green" rooves on all bus stops and public buildings.....it has been done elsewhere in 

UK 
63. Allow trees to grow (not just planting), promote better management of agricultural soils 

 
 
8. Having considered the draft strategy, please let us know if you have 

any further comments on: 
 What do we need to do to achieve our targets? 

1. Give grants to businesses and individuals to incentivise greener practices 
2. Let all homes including listed ones do what is needed to reduce carbon emissions. 
3. Better Grants to enable households to move away from carbon fuels. Improve public 

transport to reduce need for personal transport. Provide better high speed broadband 
across the district. Increase the availability of recycling collection and access points. 
Promote targets more effectively other than Social Media. More joined up working 
with LCC not being dictated to by LCC. 

4. Listen to the local community when they comment. 
5. Net zero carbon is a lovely aim. At present it cannot be, but should be afforded. 
6. YES! Reduce the target date from 2050 . . . NOBODY is going to take "ownership" of 

the problem, no-one will take it seriously, when the "target date" is so far in the 
future!! 2030 or maybe even 2025, should concentrate minds better!! 

7. All new homes should have solar or wind turbine as standard 
8. Improve communication 
9. All council vehicles and travel by its employees should be in electric vehicles. Solar 

panels or wind turbines fitted to all housing and office buildings within the council 
remit. 

10. encourage the public to demand less packaging and more use of re-usable shopping 
bags, demand heavier penalties for litter bugs, fly tippers and dog owners that fail to 
clean up after their dogs ( I am a dog owner and walker) Make conservation, 
preservation etc a school lecture subject. 

11. More waste collection and re-cycling, in East Yorkshire where we lived for 29yrs they 

 



collected green waste AND food waste every two weeks of the year, there was no 
winter break. The recycling of food waste was brilliant. 

12. get the government working alongside regardless of politics 
13. I really would like a better infrastructure for cycling: to build designated cycle lanes 

set away from cars, like in the Netherlands. This is an enormous task starting from 
scratch, but doing it bit by bit, it should be possible. Public transport where I live, is 
bad, please improve it, and make it a reliable frequent service 

14. I don’t think a goal of sustainable and net zero is achievable without full dedication 
toward the objectives. Why are new potential developments even being considered? 
What about empty properties? Developing of existing infrastructure?  As wrong or 
right as it is, there often needs to be encouragement for the uptake of such new 
initiatives. Following COVID most businesses will be operating as lean as possible, 
suggesting their operations take a stance of environmental benefit over efficiency 
would not be met warmly. Incentivise waste management, plastic use, commuting, 
and general business operations within the district. 

15. The trouble is we need to do all of those things as soon as possible. As a layperson, I 
don’t feel I have enough information to prioritise actions. Government should invest 
more in green solutions by incentives for good practice and imposing taxes on goods 
or services that that are carbon heavy. 

16. Follow the scientific guidance 
17. Lobby government to make shops and businesses to either put self-closers on their 

doors or have two sets of doors to create an air lock which will help to retain the heat 
in the building in winter and the aircon cooling in the summer 

18. 1. A huge ambitious plan of making hundreds of miles of cycle lanes along local and 
connecting roads. There was mention of improving & encouraging cycle infrastructure 
but not much detail. 2. A massive rollout, beyond what anyone can imagine (using 
central gov funding - as long as it hasn't run out) of 1000s of slow (7kw) and rapid 
(50kw+) electric car chargers in amongst car parks and streets (lamp post chargers, 
for people who don't have a driveway to charge their EV). 3.  Huge purchase of fully 
electric busses & legislation change to encourage (stipulate) other commercial 
vehicles be phased across to fully electric (huge polluters being diesel commercial 
vehicles). 4. Encourage local 'champions' to feed back to council, any requests / 
advice to keep the momentum of these plans going. 

19. provide money 
20. Moving over to hydrogen powered vehicles instead of battery powered transport due 

to the high level of disused batteries that will be produced and the vast amounts of 
chemical waste to be disposed of. 

21. time 
22. Just seems a bit 'wishy washy ' to me-support local communities etc rather than real 

action 
23. Actually put energy into doing things rather than writing verbose and vague reports. 
24. All individuals have a responsibility and the council could guide us with practice 

example of what we can all do to help. At the moment people feel it is expensive to 
be 'green's or that their little bit won't make a difference so we need to get people 
more involved and keen to make changes. 

25. Just publicise it and celebrate any successful step. 
26. Educating more people living in West Lindsey to follow the draft strategy, perhaps by 

correspondence or via the web. 
27. unless population expansion is dealt with there is little we do that will be effective 
28. Put solar panels on all houses. 
29. More publicity about the strategies and about subsequent results. More publicity 

about the dangers of climate change.  Perhaps leaflets to each household would 
help to make people more aware although I appreciate that Local Authority funds are 
limited. 

30. improve public travel facilities which means in Nth Greetwell improve traffic hazards 
on the A158   no use using the bus if one cannot cross the v. dangerous road. 

31. - Improve recycling opportunities, especially locally. - Move more quickly to a 



sustainable transport fleet for WLDC 
32. There is a need to be honest and transparent on what you are doing and how 

successful or not you have been.  You could include brown water recycling - flushing 
toilets etc. Stop people putting tarmac/concrete on driveways. Be really clear which 
plastics and other materials can be recycled. Local community allotments in towns 
and villages. 

33. Move Government out to the major cities where they will have first-hand knowledge 
of the efficiencies taking place.  It will also reduce MP's travelling and ensure they 
have a grip on what is taking place by having direct control. Reduce the size 
Government and local Government get rid of at least one layer of government. 

34. We are giving this careful thought 
35. Travel is always a difficult problem in a large rural County. We need a proper 

integrated transport system that is fit for purpose and which is affordable. Until that is 
sorted the goal will not be achieved.  People should not be priced out of their cars. 
You have to invest and provide a gold standard system like London, Sheffield etc 
have. 

36. Follow the science. New technology will develop exponentially if government 
supports initiatives in solar, wind and electric research. 

37. Improve recycling options and facilities. Improve public transport links 
38. recycling centres open 7 days/week free hybrid/electric car charging points off road 

cycle paths emission free public transport, free travel community heating projects 
39. Use electric vehicles  Use Solar or Wind generated energy in council housing and 

offices 
40. Reduce heating emissions Renature the environment 
41. Help people on lower incomes insulate their homes better. I have heard nothing 

about this from West Lindsey....only from the media. I want to believe that all the 
recycling I do is actually done. I hear about councils exporting tons of this waste to 
Malaysia and elsewhere and consider this to be totally unfair. Has the council planted 
new trees? My house is subsiding because of trees. Is this situation getting worse 
because of hotter weather? But is it right that the council makes it harder for insurers 
to remove these trees when the cracks in my house make it extremely cold and I 
have to turn up the heat (defeating using less energy) in order to feel a little less cold. 
I also think it would be a good idea if the council, through acis or whoever, could build 
pre-fabricated homes which would be cheaper to build and good starter homes for 
the young, or even the old. 

42. Improve bus transport to reduce the use of private cars. Help local villages to have 
active local groups and village halls, would enable people to work together and 
promote activities to reach targets. Financial help might be needed to install solar 
panels, insulation, efficient heating systems. 

43. Consider the problems of rural areas who do not benefit from local public transport or 
services.  Gainsborough might as well be in a foreign country for most of West 
Lindsey.  Therefore accept the plan for one unitary Lincolnshire authority. 

44. Get all people to follow rules/guidelines. Accept not all houses can be retro fitted and 
in some cases this does damage 

45. Education 
46. Safe, affordable and efficient public transport is a big question in a rural area but is a 

major step in addressing a negative input. A positive input is achieved easily by 
planting, ie carbon sinks such as mixed woodland. 

47. Education, help for families to achieve this.  Make public buildings eco-friendly and 
reduce water/energy use. Renewable energy and encourage local and seasonal 
shopping habits. Encourage walking and cycling by making these safer. 

48. Be realistic 
49. Make taxi drivers switch off their engines whilst waiting for fares. 
50. Make your targets doable- 
51. Encourage partners to work towards the same goals 
52. Let business recycle for free. They have lots of recycle suitable materials. Less stick 

more carrot 



53. More support. More public ambassadors and more publicity 
54. Encouraging the use of public transport/cycling and walking to shops, work and other 

facilities whilst tremendously important to lower carbon emissions would be extremely 
difficult for many residents living in rural areas.  Giving information worded to 
encourage participation on the huge benefits and need to reduce emissions, waste, 
re-cycle, limit plastic etc. is essential. 

55. Improve broadband speeds and internet connections. More electric charging points 
for electric cars. Moving away from petrol and diesel is all well and good, but we need 
a realistic alternative. Lincolnshire is a very rural county and journeys often cover 
more miles than we could walk or cycle without needing 4 hours to reach our 
destination, not forgetting the 4 hour return journey home again. 

56. All new builds should have solar panels. The council should refuse to pander to idiots 
who oppose wind farms with the argument “save our countryside” because saving it 
is irrelevant if it is scorched or flooded or we’re all dead. The council needs to be bold 
enough to give direct advice on which solar panels, how to save water, where to shop 
ethically etc. 

57. Plant trees on West Lindsey owned land. Major impact for health, wellbeing and 
visually. Get schools involved in high profile planting, growing schemes and projects. 
Don't try to do it all yourself, reach out to partners like Waterways, Town Council, etc. 
Local grants or awards for greening areas. 

58. Put alternative energy systems in all new private and commercial buildings as part of 
planning. Issue households with food waste bins. 

59. Changes in forthcoming weather patterns impact upon almost every other aspect of 
the strategy and the risk management of flooding, storm damage and drought on 
agricultural land will be paramount not only on WL but the rest of the country which 
relies on WL for food / feedstuffs. In my opinion, this is more important than efforts to 
reach carbon zero in WL as it has a bearing on the rest of the country. 

60. Create and promote local jobs to reduce the need for travel. Impose incentives to 
improve people’s attitudes to recycling and make recycling better in public spaces - 
compulsory bins for plastic, glass and cans.  Work with companies to reduce 
packaging and discourage them to produce disposal items, or pointless rubbish like 
plastic toys.  Make public and commercial buildings more eco-friendly as well as 
homes, make solar panels compulsory.  Identify land that can be purchased or 
landowners worked with to offer additional publicly accessible space to reduce the 
need for recreational travel. 

61. Greater use of heat pump technology. Avoid stupid decisions such as proposals to 
shut recycling centres in Market Rasen meaning residents making 40 mile round trip 
to Gainsborough with rubbish or more likely dumping it or not recycling. Your carbon 
reduction strategy has to be joined up across all your services. 

62. Change people’s mind-set 
63. The strategy is OK. The challenge will be public buy-in. 
64. I understand that the recycling sites in Gainsborough and Market Rasen are to close 

and that a new site is to be constructed in Hemswell. Surely this is not a good move 
from the climate change point of view, I can understand that it will cost less for West 
Lindsey to operate one centre but the amount of extra road travel from the 
Gainsborough side and the Market Rasen side will cause further problems for the 
A631 and also the amount of CO2 expelled 

65. Encourage public transport and get rid of the old polluting diesel busses. 
66. Get dwellers involved 
67. Communication and leading by example 
68. Pull together as a nation and roll out a hard hitting education programme 
69. The strategy was developed before the pandemic. It now needs to consider what 

actions to take to reverse the impact of some of the pandemic measures eg not to 
use public transport; single use PPE disposal; increase in car usage to minimise 
contact with others etc  On a practical note - make some recycling easier for those 
not in easy reach or without the transport to get to household recycling centres eg 
periodic collections of small electrical items; foster the productions locally of items 



more usually imported 
70. Improvements in public transport would be a great help in the more rural areas. 
71. In view of the council wanting people to drive electric cars they should take steps to 

make sure there is enough capability for motorists to obtain "a charge" while they are 
out on the road. They also need to make sure that the owners of places who provide 
that service do not overcharge for the electrical top up. We all see the prices charged 
for petrol and diesel on the motorways and main roads in Britain so most of us make 
sure we have enough fuel to complete out total journey and to not have to pay those 
prices, unfortunately with the current distance limits on car batteries you may not be 
able to do that. So, either limit charges on what prices can be charged for top-ups or 
put money into engineering out the low millage currently obtained by electric vehicles. 

72. More wind and wave power generation and if electric cars are the way forward in 
transport then improve the batteries to bring the laden/night range up to 300 miles 
and more facilities to quick charge or change/part exchange batteries easily. 

73. I think we need to focus on farming waste and reduction in farming machinery travel, 
seems to be a massive increase in Farm spread. Must a high percentage of traffic in 
our rural communities. 

74. Draft strategy covers most items to achieve your targets, but it needs a Global 
Strategy to have any marked effect on the reduction of global warming and any 
associated environmental impact on the planet. 

75. Education. 
76. Make the council buildings, vehicles and operations as carbon efficient as possible. 

Provide residents with information and, if possible, grants to make their homes as 
energy efficient as possible. 

77. Publicise achievements, have a clear time bound plan. Have clear accountability. 
Promote charging points for electric vehicles etc. 

78. Make sure all council’s activities are as environmentally friendly as possible. Lobby 
relevant bodies to improve the provision of broadband. Ensure that policies 
encourage residents to behave in an environmentally friendly manner. Increase the 
fines for fly tipping, it’s not unusual to see fines of $1000 in USA. 

79. Plant trees not new houses 
80. Planning needs to improve drastically so new house builds to meet much higher 

environmental standards/energy efficiency- public transport should be improved so it 
is viable from rural areas currently I can’t get a bus from the village to get me to work 
and back at a sensible time. Help supermarkets with buses for shoppers Provide later 
buses on a Saturday so people can go out in Lincoln and get home. Sort out the 
recycling centres so working people can access them - the reduced opening hours 
made them more inaccessible - appointment system introduced in c-19 much better. 
Explore alternative packaging from vegetable products as a by-product of agriculture 
to support rural economy. Don’t pass plans for intensive meat production. Introduce 
business support for green rural businesses - particularly for young people.  Enable 
better WiFi to rural areas to encourage home working. Provide list of approved 
providers of alternatives to gas heating such as heat pumps, solar panels etc 

81. It is important that WLDC publishes realistic targets and achieves them 
82. Raise public awareness of the seriousness of the problems through using Local 

radio, County magazine and school projects. Lobby for new laws to penalise property 
owners who hold empty properties indefinitely with higher council taxes. 

83. Lead by example. 
84. When it comes to reducing carbon there are so many things that are completely out 

of your control of ever getting the rate down to zero.  For a start the government are 
banning new diesel and petrol car in ten year’s time and as these are one of the 
largest producers of carbon until we see the effects of this plan.  Myself I would like 
to see a ban on diesels in three year and petrol in five years although older petrol 
cars will be with us long after this period due to the high price of new electric cars. 

85. Persuade the population we all need to contribute to tackling this. 
86. More bus routes 
87. The targets are meaningless as long as China, India, the USA, etc, continue to pump 



emissions at the current rate.  This is a sticking plater on a cancer to make us all feel 
a little better and nothing more.   The monies could be far better spent elsewhere on 
real local issues, but then again that won't make us all feel so damn morally superior I 
suppose.  

88. buy less, use less, eat less, travel less 
89. The main thing to achieve any target is to have a defined strategy with deliverables 

each year that can be measured against a plan.  To say “ we must do our best” 
doesn’t work and will not achieve anything. 

90. Make people aware of thermal cameras to allow low cost heat loss checks on 
buildings. I had Shell bead insulation put into the cavity walls in 1983 and wonder if 
this has deteriorated over time. A thermal camera would help to check this. This 
would address the main problems of heat loss through walls, roof and windows. 

91. To integrate buses, taxis with the 2 train stations with an electronic link for people 
requesting to be picked up from or to the train stations. 

92. Aim high. Even if you don’t know how you are going to get there. The benefit of net 
zero is that you can always offset any emissions you are unable to avoid. I imagine if 
you set a science based target you would need to be net zero before 2050! 

93. Keep on and on at the residents until they start to take the message seriously - our 
younger people take this very seriously.  It is difficult to do anything though when just 
one European holiday flight needs the planting of over 5 trees to offset climate 
change. And that is per person! 

94. Take serious responsibility for & prioritise the implementation of the strategy in your 
draft proposal. 

95. Engage with community at all levels ie in schools, businesses and local community 
groups.  After consultation and engagement changes become mandatory.    Make 
changes accessible and affordable for those with limited finances and resources. 

96. encourage Lincolnshire Co-op to reduce their rapacious prices, charging £1.52 for 4 
pints of milk against most supermarkets (including M & S) price of £1.15 is one 
example,  the Co-op have a monopoly in many WLDC villages and their prices force 
many to shop outside their local area to achieve 30-40% savings 

97. Help from the government and big businesses i.e. the people with the power and 
money to implement these essential processes 

98. Reduce council tax to make it affordable for individuals to come more carbon free. 
99. financial support from government 
100. Work with supermarkets to reduce emission footprint  Educate public 

Encourage public to help directly 
101. Increase availability of Local Recycling Centre and increase range of 

accepted.  Protected cycle lanes to all 'A' roads within 20 miles of towns within the 
district Pavements to all 'A' roads within 5 miles of towns within the district. 

102. Produce and publicise a detailed integrated work plan for WLDC and The 
District.  Provide a quick win list, a medium and then long term plan. 

103. keep moving forward, set realistic targets which can be meet 
104. Organize a sensible budget to try and achieve this. 
105. Funding to farmers to increase woodlands and hedgerows Reduce property 

development in rural areas Free public transport Increase electric transport especially 
public transport 

106. Have sustained determination. 
107. From a realistic plan get everyone on side 
108. Need to actually want to rather than just be seen to want to do something for 

PR reasons. Both National and Local Government have played lip service to this 
issue for decades. 

109. Construct more wind and solar farms so that communities could share the 
benefits. Reduce the amount of new house construction in green belt areas, build on 
redundant land. Encourage communities to pick up litter to protect our wildlife and to 
plant more trees to create more woodlands. Encourage farmers to use less harmful 
chemicals etc 

110. Reduce the overall time scale. The UK government has already targeted 



limiting diesel and petrol vehicles by 2030 
111. More technology  needed electric vehicles to expensive and not  cost 

effective on repairs 
112. Consider what effect any proposed action may have on the wider community. 
113. Clear publicity and dialogue with all who live in the area. A level of funding that 

will allow the council to meet its targets. A committed work force. 
114. create habitat to offset now - the longer it is left the more is needed link new 

development to mitigation and funding biodiversity net gain - do not permit future 
carbon emitters lead by example visibly, invest for the future rather than pass the 
debt to future generations 

115. Make it easy for people to recycle a wider range of products.  Make public 
transport more cost effective than personal vehicles. (For me personally the cost of 4 
mile return bus trip with my wife is a lot more than fuel for my car and a carpark ticket. 

116. All local authority buildings to be fitted with solar panels and air source heating 
systems. Stop the replacement of combi boilers in LA properties. Stop blocking the 
installation of wind turbines. Disconnect the mains electricity supply (for life) of 
anyone who objects to wind turbines. 

117. We are an agricultural and food Production County, so could really lead an 
"Eastern Powerhouse" if we demonstrated that new farming practices can produce 
good quality, sustainable food without doing the damage it is currently doing to 
habitat, poisoning the ground and creating additional flood risk through intensive 
ploughing including of land which drains into rivers causing increased flood hazard. 

118. Act with urgency and resource appropriately. Promote the real benefits that will 
accrue 

119. More information on the possible effects if we don't act sooner rather than 
later. 

120. Promote changes within local communities 
121. Encourage the development of forests including mini ones. 
122. engage effectively and appropriately (for their needs) with people to provide 

succinct information and guidance and for them to advise on best options to do this 
123. I think black bin collection could be reduced to say once a month. 
124. Be consistent in plans, policy and execution. 
125. Keep pressure on the governing bodies for more funds to carry out these 

proposals. 
126. You decision to close both Market Rasen and Gainsborough re-cycling centres 

and relocating them to Hemswell. This will have a significant increase in the dumping 
of waste and a drop in re-cycling. 

127. All council/councillors vehicles should be hybrid or electric, no reimbursement 
of petrol or diesel fuels. 

128. Limit travel to meetings, have virtual online meetings. 
129. I would like to use local public transport but the County Council had just cut the 

Scothern Bus Service - shame on them. Are they working with us or against us? 
130. Too many to mention here. 
131. Reforestation 
132. Ensure effective bin collections and not need to return to an area for items that 

have been missed. Reissue your recycling wheel to all new developments so that 
new residents will know what is able to be recycled and where to put their waste. 

133. better park & ride (Lincoln); reliable public transport; in approving housing 
developments insisting on the highest standards of insulation etc, heat pumps even 
though this may increase the price of the house; clearer information on what can or 
cannot be recycled. For example, these seem to vary from one local authority to 
another; to encourage use of cycles rather than cars, roads to be kept in good 
condition. Country roads are damaged by HGVs and large farm vehicles 

134. Be more proactive 
135. Bamboo grows more rapidly than trees and stores carbon very efficiently. 

sunflowers grow rapidly from a tiny seed and the stalks take several years to rot 
136. Educate and inform people on sustainability. Reward businesses and 



individuals who promote community well-being. 
137. Your strategy targets safeguarding vulnerable people but none of the 

suggested actions actually directly benefit vulnerable groups. You need to make it 
easy for people to take action. If it is difficult or expensive people will either not bother 
or not be able to afford it. Rural public transport, although difficult to provide, has to 
be a priority.  If you want people to reduce car use you MUST provide an easy 
alternative.  Cycling is NOT an option in most rural areas due to fast traffic and a 12 
mile round cycle trip/walk to the nearest shop is NOT an option for a 70 year old with 
health problems. 

138. Solar panels on all council buildings and schools. 
139. Stop housing development in rural areas where there are no facilities. It means 

people need to use cars to access basic needs. 
140. Actually start to implement some of the easier and less costly measures 

ASAP. Encourage change in some public services e.g. car schemes to transport 
patients to GP practices and hospital appointment travel many miles with one patient 
per journey - looking at how this could be reduced and better ways of delivering 
healthcare might be better. 

141. Renew guidance on recycling regularly. Involve residents, communicating 
what you are trying to achieve, how and why. How can we be involved or contribute 
to best effect? 

142. Keeping the local communities well informed. 
143. Start to explain to everyone the dander of pollution and the benefits of the 

action we are taking. 
144. Make the public fully aware of how important it is for the existence of us and all 

of nature. 
145. Stop charging for green bins! allow recycling across DC boundaries eg Scotter 

permitted to use Recycling centre FREE in Kirton Lindsey Show what happens to 
what we recycle - if it brings in financial benefit to WL.  Set up recycling Plants in WL 
to deal with Our Own Waste. 

146. Factor in the human element, not all people do what they promise to do and 
not all energy efficient practices are as efficient as advertised 

147. Shape development, give greater protection to green spaces via the CLLP and 
development frameworks. 

148. FastTrack on the goals, objectives set 
149. Increase waste disposal to separate containers as in south of county. Improve 

waste recycling and build waste plants that turn it into energy.  Stop giving planning 
permission to build on green land within and near the boundaries of the town. Ensure 
new homes are built on brown land lying waste in town centre and by the river.  Offer 
incentives to insulate homes. improve transport and make buses more green 9 i.e. 
use mini buses running on green fuel instead of double decker’s 

150. Taking immediate action 
151. More legislation from central government 
152. Pray for a miracle 
153. More incentives (or penalties) to get people on board.  For every person who 

is conscientious about re-cycling, another will throw their McDonalds rubbish out of 
the car window. 

154. As individuals take good look at how we can change. Use low energy bulbs. 
Plan shopping so we reduce journeys for single item purchases. Insulate. Water butts 
recycle thoughtfully and efficiently. Review need for large office blocks with rooms 
unused for large part of day. Greater consideration of environmental impact when 
considering new developments.ie rain water harvesting for toilets especially in public 
developments. Stop allowing building in areas where locals advise of flooding risks or 
on flood plains. 

155. Try and implement a lot of the examples in the draft.  WLDC would need to 
improve public transport 

156. Convince the public. Promote walking and cycling - need to make it safe and 
well lit.  There is too much traffic on the roads. Ban garden bon fires. 



157. Inform and educate residents. 
158. WLDC need to set more ambitious targets - for example, also signing up to the 

government's commitment to reduce carbon emissions by at least 68% by 2030. You 
need to be talking about climate change and sustainability all the time. It needs to be 
at the heart of every decision WLDC make. You need to involve communities more in 
your strategy. You need to be more specific in the actions you will take to deliver your 
strategy. 

159. Communicate regularly with residents, provide easy ways to reduce carbon. 
Remember many older and vulnerable residents don't do email or online surveys 

160. Improve services already available ie household recycling. Support schools in 
becoming net zero, ie solar panels on rooves. To be told by local representatives that  
'Lincoln make decisions' which effect tip use/fly tipping for example is poor, decisions 
for Gainsborough and its villages need to reflect what is happening here 

161. Use Lincoln Show (when we are able) to raise awareness/educate/keep 
Climate Change in the public eye as a theme.   "find out your own carbon footprint"  
Bring unoccupied houses back into use (according to George Clarke, there are 
thousands of unused properties that could be utilised to help mitigate the housing 
shortage in Britain).   Ensure that new build housing applications, incorporate cycle 
paths that lead somewhere, especially to schools/shops, as this will encourage use.  
Reduce night-time light pollution - excessive/unnecessary use of electric     ( also 
some moths are pollinators, but lights on all night long affect the moth population 
adversely)  Supermarkets/ shops - shoppers to take own containers for refills such 
as laundry liquid, etc to reduce plastic 

162. Constantly monitor performance and report results widely 
163. Legislation needs to be tougher and enforced. 
164. You need to effectively get the message out, to support positive action more 

than just criticise bad practices (or imply criticism). Not easy! Some changes may be 
effected by market forces; you might be able to influence those (eg planning 
permissions for businesses and shops more local to people rather than concentrated 
in places that require more travel). 

165. Encourage builders to install solar panels on new builds. Improve rural 
transport. Improve footpaths and cycle paths to encourage more walking and cycling 
therefore using cars less 

166. Whilst a lot of this is admirable in Hemswell there is neither a shop nor public 
transport so these aims are not achievable. 

167. Finance it adequately. Act with pace Get business on side 
 

 What does everyone in the county need to do, both as individuals and working together? 
 

1. Be mindful of the effects of climate change on the environment 
2. Participate 
3. Use less power. Walk more. 
4. Consume less 
5. Start to believe what they've been told for the last 50 years by teachers, scientists 

and similar and stop thinking it will "go away". 
6. Realise that all our grandchildren may not have planet able to sustain life. 
7. Reduce waste stop supermarket plastic trays and over packaging 
8. Communication 
9. Look at the bigger picture not just local view 
10. Recycle more and waste less. 
11. think 
12. Be less of a consumer, and try to reuse and repair, use solar panels, by less plastic 

wrapped food. 
13. Collaborate. Understand the benefits and negatives. Be following an example set by 

the district council. Make it clear in decision making that environmental impact and 
climate change are at the forefront of decision making.  Regenerate advisories, the 
local MPs have a huge say on the proportion of decisions, on an age scale this is 

 



badly representing the proportion of the town, more importantly, the proportion and 
ages of the town around 2050 who will be the people commuting, raising families and 
living within the district. Would it not be pertinent to address a demographic and drive 
the initiative this way? 

14. We all have to attempt to reduce energy use and reduce waste of all kinds. We need 
to make the most of local resources, education and raising awareness are 
paramount. 

15. Support the above. 
16. Have a personal target to reduce their consumption of energy and reduce waste 
17. Re-think their personal situation with regards to house heating, mobility & their diet.  

They can only do this with encouragement from media or council - education, maybe 
forums/roadshows should be ran locally to keep the education going? 

18. Reduce waste 
19. Stop disposing of waste in the countryside i.e. Illegal fly tipping and dropping of litter 

this should have a heavy penalty imposed. To cut back on all use of plastic for 
whatever usage. 

20. Recycle properly reduce emissions -houses and cars 
21. Energy efficient homes, insulation etc, efficient heating systems, heat pumps 

condenser boilers. 
22. We need to encourage and support each other 
23. I think we need to be made more aware of what we can do to help as neighbours etc.  

Fly tipping is a problem. When I first moved into the village once a month we had a 
refuse vehicle at the village hall and we could go round with household stuff that 
wouldn’t fit in the bins, that’s tremendously missed. 

24. We all know what we should be doing but most people can't be bothered to do it. 
25. As above and also planes should be restricted as they do more damage and sending 

these space stations through the atmosphere. 
26. We need to all be aware of the consequences of climate change and how rapidly this 

is happening. 
27. Think positively and become acutely aware of the destruction of our planet.   Look at 

loss, damage etc in our home and workplaces, I witnessed as an ex school teacher 
the discarding of paper, books, furniture which had years of life and suitability.... to 
me sheer vandalism! 

28. Recycle more - Move to alternative fuels, e.g. electric vehicles, solar panels, etc 
29. Education is key to making people that they all have a responsibility to look after the 

environment that they live in - local initiatives 
30. Consider exactly what climate change will actually mean to us all 
31. Begin to believe in Climate change.  Local government should not hire staff who do 

not believe change is not possible. 
32. Everyone needs to become as informed and thoughtful as possible and try to avoid 

waste.  The biggest immediate impact would probably come from reduced air travel 
.along with a ban on cruise ships.   This might encourage the development and use 
of more efficient fuels. Electricity and other forms of energy produced directly from 
solar sources are likely to have a major part to play in a sustainable future. 
Unfortunately  the most  significant  element  in any plan  to develop a sustainable 
world  is  to focus on an acceptable means of controlling  the   enormous  and 
continued  growth of the Human  population . 

33. We need to have a heating strategy on how we will heat our homes in the future. If 
gas oil and solid fuel is to be discouraged how are we to stay warm? Source heat 
pumps will not provide enough heat on their own 

34. Everyone needs to maintain as carbon neutral a life as possible eg when changing a 
car think electric. House builders must incorporate the latest technology during 
construction of new homes. 

35. We need to recognise the dangers. Your summary document uses the term ‘could’ 
when referring to the dangers of climate change. It should be ‘these are the things 
that ‘will’ happen. Be bold. 

36. Across the UK there are people like us that do whatever we can to save the planet, 



but there are a number of people who 'undo' the good we've achieved. It's becoming 
clear that we should be able to report people in our neighbourhood who are 
deliberately flouting the 'should do' rules. It's a bit like lockdown. We needed a phone 
number to report people who deliberately carried on as normal 

37. Improve the amount of recycling we do, we could all do so much more. Make greater 
use of renewable energy. 

38. drive less shop locally, reducing travel, encourage people into Gainsborough with 
free parking solar power to shops 

39. More education on the realities of what lies ahead if everybody doesn’t act now 
40. Switch to an electric car when possible  Use Solar and Wind generated energy  

Conserve water 
41. take responsibility for climate damage don't assume someone else will 
42. Contribute 
43. I don’t have the answer to this. I feel that some people don’t care. Using leaf blowers 

in the garden when they could just as easily use a rake. That way they would get 
more exercise too. I have a garden which is too large for me and I also suffer from 
chronic fatigue so growing vegetables and fruit is beyond me but wouldn’t it be nice if 
others could use it for growing food. 

44. Be aware, pass on information, encourage. 
45. Be more cooperative/compliant. Not rely on the few being pro active 
46. Redefine the value of land to make West Lindsey an example of garden towns, where 

available space is constantly monitored to meet criteria that enhances aspects of 
community living and achieving sustainable biodiversity corridors linking and mixing 
urban localities, improving quality of life and responsible behaviour regarding waste 
and lifestyle. 

47. Use less resources and return to the mind-set that things are not something you 
throw away but treasure them because they are scarce and precious . 

48. Reuse and recycle wherever possible.  Buy local and in season. Reduce water and 
energy use. 

49. Government need to lead by example as lost the support and trust of the country with 
a do as I say rather than as I do attitude 

50. Recycle correctly. 
51. Have the same recycling rules across the whole country 
52. Look at their purchasing habits. Necessity of how many vehicles owned and why. 
53. Hopefully each household can be encouraged to make a huge effort to contribute in 

some way and ensure our children and in my case grandchildren understand we 
have a duty of care to our environment. 

54. Surely the Lockdowns have proved that people can work from home, so why is it 
necessary for so many people to travel into work? This in an ideal opportunity to 
reduce commuting, so reducing traffic on our roads. Ensure that green spaces do 
remain in both towns and villages. Paddocks and large gardens have all become 
building sites. Everyone seems to be paving their gardens, no wonder we have so 
much flooding, there is nowhere for the water to go. 

55. They need to realise the serious effect of climate change 
56. Get everybody doing the basics, I can’t believe some people still don’t recycle. 
57. Renewable energy. Place low maintenance solar panels on every school, clinic, 

surgery, where appropriate. Lots of flat roofs around on public buildings. 
58. Buy into the fact that WL is a key producer of food for the country, especially after 

Brexit, and accept any inconvenience which protects this asset. Lobby local / national 
government to "level up" the support to WL based on its value to the country, not the 
size of its population. Buy into any government schemes which become available to 
reduce emissions. 

59. Take responsibility to make informed choices on products they use, put longevity as a 
priority over disposal items.  Whilst an electric car may be out of family’s budgets 
they can still consider when public transport could be used and plan better to reduce 
car journeys.  Look at their diet, try to reduce the amount of meat consumed but also 
increase purchases of vegetables and other local products. 



60. Maximise insulation of homes, maximise recycling, low energy lighting, heat pump 
technology. Share the true facts around cost and impact of making batteries and 
recycling them so we don’t get another Diesel is good petrol is bad directive from the 
government that gets reversed 10 years later when facts are known. Push for 
hydrogen fuel cell technology which release water from an exhaust. A rapid demand 
for Lithium cobalt and other metals required for batteries will create environmental 
disasters in regions of the world where it is mined 

61. Realign people’s expectations 
62. They need to be aware of the carbon footprint of the choices they make. A good 

example is food: Everyone agrees that local is better - but how do we know? A 
'Carbon footprint' label may be the answer. Even if it was just a traffic light 
(red/amber/green) label similar to salt content, etc. 

63. Also improving where possible insulation and windows in houses, upgrading boilers 
and possible heat pump systems fitting. 

64. Travel less 
65. Re assess what we can do as individuals.  For companies, partnership incentives.  

Promoting moral responsibilities in an arm round the shoulder way. 
66. Use less of everything and do more to help themselves 
67. Take personal responsibility and not always leave it to national or local government. 
68. Behave in a pro-environment, sustainable way. 
69. Keep being aware.  Keep recycling, using more smart meters 
70. Stop thinking just of themselves 
71. Look for opportunities to do something in each and every category 
72. I feel that all depends on the circumstances of each individual on how much they can 

do. 
73. We all need to respect our environment, this includes reducing our waste and not 

dumping it on farmers’ fields and other green areas. We need to reduce our use of 
carbon based fuel including reducing travel, or changing to electric or hybrid cars, 
bearing in mind my comments above. We need to stop putting rabbits, other animals 
and insects out of a home by digging up their homes on green land so we can build 
our homes on it. We talk about loss of habitat and then dig up five fields and build a 
thousand houses on it so we can live there, when we do that were do the rabbits go 
to live ? And what about the animals that can't move out of the way quick enough or 
who are hibernating at the time, I suspect we just kill them with the bulldozers. I ask 
myself, am I the only one that asks these questions? 

74. Understand lower carbon footprints and far greater education on impact and 
reductions. Standing item on agendas. 

75. Main thing is to reduce waste, not just in packaging materials, waste food, water, 
energy etc. Also by reducing holidays abroad which requires either flying, or long 
train, bus or car journeys. Think about what we do in our property i.e. do we need to 
use an electric or petrol lawnmower, using the fashioned manual push-mower would 
be carbon neutral and with the additional benefit of giving us some exercise! 
Repair/recycle household items whenever possible. 

76. Increase use of solar panels + battery storage + off peak energy consumption. 
77. Think about the way they live and how much energy is used in their daily lives, 

particularly with reference to their homes and vehicles. 
78. Reduce the amount of energy we use, cut down on waste. 
79. Open the household waste/ recycling centres seven days a week, and relax some of 

rules on amounts of waste that will be accepted to reduce the amount of fly tipping 
the district. When replacing vehicles consider changing to electric/ hybrid 

80. Use less plastic wrapping and recycle more - this needs buy in from local businesses 
to introduce sale of items without plastic wrapping. Have more schemes to reduce 
food waste. 

81. Simply listen to advice and become more aware and less selfish. 
82. Reduce fuel use by all means possible including those in this survey 
83. Use local services, shop locally and discriminate in favour of British products and 

local food. Encourage local volunteering in tree planting, litter campaigns, 



Encouraging wilder areas for wildlife. 
84. Keep the challenge of global warming at the forefront of all decision making. 
85. Look at how your power supplies are generated and go for those that are wind or 

solar powered produced. 
86. Accept the need to change our lifestyles for us to to have a future 
87. Everything 
88. get the world to cut carbon emissions 
89. stop pointless shopping and use what you already have, stop building bigger houses 

and learn to live in smaller houses or even flats, stop wasting food - eat up every 
scrap of it, wear clothes and shoes until they fall apart, do not be fooled by marketing 
and advertising forcing us to buy new stuff, walk and cycle more to your destinations 

90. Not be as wasteful, think about the journeys they make and decide if it is necessary. 
Look after their environment as though it is their own and be prepared to report 
blatant disregard for the countryside. Many areas of beauty are continuously spoiled 
by people who do not care. Take their rubbish home or face consequences! 

91. Tackle their individual problems alone and work as a group in certain situations such 
as flood resilience. In both cases people would normally need support help from 
public bodies.  In my view the local village or town councils and district councils are 
the best bodies to offer this support. County councils are too distanced to be 
effective. 

92. Make people realise that being green doesn’t always cost more. 
93. Each village (or area in a town) needs an enthusiastic voluntary group to promote 

good practice.  Young people are really keen and older ones have the time!  Get all 
the generations on board. 

94. Take seriously the need to change our behaviours & thoughts about climate change 
& believe that individual actions can make a difference. 

95. Education, education, education.  Creation of positive action forums to suit all age 
groups. 

96. boycott the Co-op to force down their prices,  there is NO need for the co-op to be 
open until 11pm most nights 

97. If the companies making products using non-recyclable plastics switched to 
recyclables then every individual wouldn't need to make a choice. 

98. To stop waste in every sense. 
99. Recycling, reduce vehicle emissions. 
100. Reduce waste  Less red meat in diet Recycle more 
101. Reduce burning of fossil fuels, recycle more and boycott products that use too 

much unnecessary packaging. (including the mail order giants) 
102. Think adapt their life styles to net zero practice. Consider recycling, passing on 

etc. before simply discarding. 
103. Recycle, reduce their carbon foot print 
104. To be made aware in the media more often 
105. EDUCATE PEOPLE AT LOCAL LEVEL 
106. Encourage children and parent to walk to school rather than use of cars Switch 

off engines in stationary cars 
107. Exactly that - work together, and be mindful of the need. 
108. As much as I can and talking to friends and family about what they can do 
109. Housing presents various problems in this area. Older housing stock is very 

poorly designed for extremes of temperature and a lot of retro-fitting is needed. Too 
much new housing is built cheaply and with little thought to future-proofing. 
Developers should be compelled to build-in any and all available measures to future-
proof homes, including but not limited to solar arrays, state-of-the-art insulation and 
ground-source heating. 

110. You will never get everyone on board whatever you do. We need as many 
people as possible to take it seriously. Start with the young, proper education...there 
are generational issues which will naturally work through given time. I would not 
waste resources trying to convince those who are determined to resist. 

111. try to grow their own fruit and veg, set up a community stall where home grown 



produce can be either purchased at a discounted price or given free to families in 
need. Use vehicles less or car share, 

112. Think carefully and reduce pollution and energy use. 
113. Plan lifestyles better 
114. waste less, eat less meat, travel better, learn 
115. Try to prevent energy waste and move to more sustainable energy sources. 

Requires buy in from large companies.  Address the throw away culture and try to 
make the repair / mend and make do attitude the ‘in thing’ to do. 

116. Fit air source heating for use above 5 degrees. Below 5 continue using gas.. 
Probably hydrogen. 

117. The real difficulty is transport - a lot of people live rurally and there are no 
public transport options even to get to the local Co-op.  We should all be encouraged 
to buy local and buy locally - this is made easier if local shops are stocked with what 
people need.  The other big problem is heating: a lot of people have old and 
inefficient houses and can't afford to upgrade them to make them more energy 
efficient.  Personally I wouldn't know where to start, so it would need to be properly 
explained so that it was simple and not too expensive to do. 

118. Take the matter seriously and begin to change their behaviours Lobby 
government for immediate action and resources 

119. One small change from everyone will mean a massive difference for the world. 
120. Buy into change.  However people need to be able to afford to make changes, 

such as reducing costs of electric transport. 
121. Wake up and accept global warming is a reality. 
122. Not to bulk buy perishable food 
123. believe that they CAN make a difference 
124. Paper and newsprint could be collected for the cubs and scouts 
125. Everyone do something even small changes will help. 
126. To re-cycle more and be more conscious of the impact of what they do has a 

great impact on the environment. Encouragement and education will have an effect. 
127. Pull together.   Remove political affiliations in the council.  Remove District 

councils and move to a unitary system. 
128. Meet more online. 
129. Businesses need to cut packaging. Individuals should use more public 

transport. We need to educate people including children better on the subject. 
130. Agree on a strategy that will benefit everyone, both now and for the future, 

which I believe will never happen as there are too many selfish individuals. 
131. Insulate homes, limit water use, recycle extensively, install solar panels ...  I 

am very unsure about electric cars in view of the lithium batteries and the energy 
needed to manufacture them. Also, the distance they are able to travel. 

132. Understand benefits by making it real for them. 
133. Stop the purchase of single use plastics, refuse additional packaging at 

checkouts, purchase reusable bags for shopping and plan weekly menus to decrease 
the number of times needed to go shopping 

134. As above and continuous encouragement to be 'greener' so that it is 
embedded in what we do to become a normal habit. 

135. Follow the lead of the Council 
136. plant trees in barren front gardens which are often covered in pebbles 
137. Make much more of an effort but how do you persuade individuals? 
138. Plant more trees and eat less animal products. Raise awareness of living more 

sustainably. 
139. Make a start, even in a small way.  Turn the heating down by 1 degree.  Turn 

lights off when not in use.  Don't leave everything on standby. Reduce what you buy 
- do you really NEED it? Does it really need to be wrapped in plastic? Rather than 
feeling good when you fill the recycling bin, think REDUCE - RE-USE and only then 
recycle. 

140. Reduce the use of plastic, plant more trees where possible, use public 
transport where possible and ensure maximum take up of initiatives to insulate 



homes and save energy and money. 
141. Be well informed. Do what we can. 
142. Be more aware of their personal impact on the environment and the things 

they can do and are currently available to them e.g. recycling. 
143. Trying to buy what we need and not consuming for the sake of it. Reduce 

waste. Be more aware of local wildlife and provide sanctuary in our own small plots of 
land, allowing natural areas and ‘re-wilding’ even a small area helps. 

144. Recycling, use more plant based foods, use less water, electric vehicles. 
145. Try instead of throwing everything away to repair and reuse items as I do. Help 

those around us to do the same when they are unable to do so. Switch off water, 
electrics heating when not required in the home, factories etc. 

146. Everyone needs to take responsibility for their actions and realise the impact 
they as an individual have on others and the environment in which they live, play and 
work. Ignorance and leaving things to others it not an option. 

147. Recycling - lobby LCC to provide wider services e.g. there is no paint recycling 
available at the local LCC recycling centre, no cross authority use of recycling centres 
so people have to drive to recycle (losing the benefit of recycling). Reduce short car 
journeys. 

148. Follow rules set by the council 
149. Improve waste disposal.   Plant trees and maintain our green spaces. 
150. be less selfish 
151. Care a bit more about what is happening around them. Perhaps education is 

needed. 
152. There needs to be a coherent strategy that the whole country can follow. Being 

the beings that we are, we will follow easy strategies and not complicated ones. 
153. We need to do everything that we can to slow climate change for future 

generations. 
154. Use less of everything 
155. Everyone needs to be on board.  If only some people take action, it won't 

work. 
156. Reduce car journeys. Recycle properly. Work with retail to reduce plastic 

packaging. Compost more of our veg waste. Stop using fossil fuels. Public transport 
needs to be more user friendly and available and affordable. 

157. Recycle more Less littering Less driving 
158. Cease air travel - holiday in the UK. Clean up after themselves/need to 

improve standards (e.g.  Stop fly tipping, and start taking some pride in the Country). 
Switch to greener travel. 

159. Buy into the strategy 
160. Everyone needs to own the issue. We all have a stake in it. Climate change 

needs to be tackled in a consensual way that brings the whole community along.  
Everyone needs to understand that they can make a difference. 

161. Please stop shifting the burden to individuals. Individuals work within systems. 
We need to proactively enable - systematically - pro-environmental efforts. It isn't 
enough to ask people, or businesses nicely. 

162. Make a start, even the smallest change makes a difference if lots of us do it. 
163. Take responsibility - use education and choose affordable options to improve 

things, it is not easy for people to choose what they cannot afford, without savings 
164. Embrace technology for working from home more. walk/cycle more/ or join a 

car share. recycle, recycle, recycle. 
165. Obey legislation and be prepared to go the extra mile 
166. just do it; communicate it, review it, celebrate it 
167. Quite simply, everyone needs to do their bit. Have a think about what you can 

do which will help. You may not be able to do everything, but you can do something.  
I can't afford to buy an electric car and don't plan to as my old car runs well and I do 
very few miles, but I do as much as I can otherwise... 

168. Take the matter seriously Be prepared to pay more taxes to pay for it 
 



 What are you doing already to help? 
 

1. Recycling/reusing/repairing  Walking more than driving  Not flying 
2. Trying to install ASHP to our listed property. Switched to green electricity. Driving a 

hybrid car. Recycling and reusing. 
3. Planting trees, recycling and being water and fuel use aware. 
4. As much as possible in the circumstances which living rural is difficult? 
5. Using as little power, restricting car use. Shopping locally 
6. Sorting waste, more cycling. 
7. Solar power, reduced travel, re-cycle all we can, planted 1.5 acres of woodland. Drive 

one of the cleaner, fuel efficient diesel car, low emissions and more mpg than petrol 
(electric cars do not have the necessary range yet). Not flown since 1975. 

8. My wife is growing most of our vegetables. A "benefit" of the damn COVID is that 
we/everyone, is commuting/driving/polluting LESS. Trying to be economical with 
consumption of water, gas, and electricity. 

9. Green electricity company, buying local, not buying products in plastic wrapping 
10. We have solar panels and have changed to a self-charging hybrid car 
11. Working with my community 
12. Downsizing our home and taking UK holidays 
13. Litter picking whilst dog walking, calling to task persons who ignore statutory 

requisites regarding footpath use and litter. 
14. We recycle what we can and shop as local as we can with the shops available, if we 

go out of town to shop we try to do a big shop to avoid extra car journeys. 
15. recycling  have switched to a green energy supplier  turned the heating down and 

wearing jumpers 
16. I shop in second hand shops. Buy vegetables lose, wear more jumpers in the house 

and we have solar panels 
17. Reducing plastic use/waste. Recycling and reusing instead of buying new. Ensuring 

clothes are recycled and/or donated. Seeking renewable energy supplier. Shopping 
locally. Encouraging my children, who will ultimately be the demographic who will 
suffer or benefit from our actions of their moral responsibility to the environment? 
Target the schools and drive this initiative from the ground, invite views from younger 
generations and modernise the processes to involve and incorporate the decision of 
the entire population. 

18. I do what I can in terms of limiting my own waste, climate heavy consumption, air 
travel, water consumption etc. It’s hard though. Ives recently been doing alterations to 
my house including updating to a more efficient gas boiler, I would rather have 
changed to an air source heat pump but that was a considerably more expensive 
option. 

19. Trying to follow government guidelines 
20. I have solar panels, 2x electric cars, I am active on community discussions & help out 

where I can to educate friends / neighbours if they want any advice on these such 
matters. 

21. Recycling 
22. We use good energy for electricity supply.  We recycle as much as possible. We do 

not use plastic carrier bags for shopping. 
23. reducing food waste/driving less 
24. Bought an EV, reducing water use, trying to reduce electricity use but it'll go up due 

the car, we'd dearly like to get rid of our oil boiler BUT air source heat pumps are too 
pricey and not effective enough yet. 

25. Boiler and electric cars. House already well insulated 
26. Recycle and upcycle, try and avoid single use plastics, compost food waste, grow my 

own food. Limit unnecessary travel etc 
27. Trying to follow the rules on environment. 
28. I recycle as much as possible and encourage my neighbours to make use of my bins 

if they need to. I turn my heating down and it’s by no means on all the time. I don’t 
over use water. I hardly have anything on standby and turn lights off when not in use. 

 



I’d be open to do as much as possible to save the world for the younger ones. I hope 
these issues are taught well in schools. 

29. limit use of water, limit waste, limit heating used, recycle waste, feed wildlife, limit use 
of car 

30. We recycle most of our waste use low energy light bulbs and unplug all electric items 
when not in use. 

31. We are very conscious of plastic usage and relentlessly comment on this to family, 
friends and strangers.  We are very careful with electricity usage.  When we change 
our car we intend to change to a hybrid model. We eat meat about once, maybe twice 
a week and usually chicken and fish. 

32. Attempting to do my best in the home. Recycling, water catchment, charity shopping 
Regretting that I cannot save re fuel. An old lady, in a 1930's house which cannot 
store heat because of its structure. 

33. Recycle as much as possible - Reduce household power usage 
34. We have solar panels, added extra insulation into the property and newer windows. 

We try to conserve water - bottle of water in the fridge rather than running a tap to get 
it cold, shared bath water and use of water butts for plants in the summer.  Careful 
recycling of plastic, glass and paper.  Taking unwanted but still useable items to 
charity shops. 

35. As much as possible! 
36. My main subject was Environmental Studies.   I have been involved through 

Education since 1970 and have always tried to live sustainably.  At home we have 
created a woodland and nature reserve (22 acres) which includes wild flower 
meadow and large ponds. Now in retirement (76)   it is a joy to maintain the area 
and to benefit from the beauty it brings.  We chose not to fly way back in the 60’s 
and have never used aeroplanes because they are not sustainably in their present 
form.  Solar Energy could eventually make a difference but at 76 time might be an 
issue.  When we built our present home in 1990.  It was planned to be as efficient 
as possible.  However New Regulations and new and improved building materials 
.are now far more impressive.  Everyday there is something new to know   about 
that could impact on Climate Change. 

37. We have a hybrid car, solar panels, and changed our old boiler and fitted new heating 
controls. Started to change our double glazing to triple. Reducing waste and plastics 
and looking where our food is produced from and trying to buy local. 

38. Everything I possibly can. Solar, shop local, more home working. I can’t afford an 
electric car sadly. Educating my kids, growing our own food. Minimising plastic where 
possible. 

39. Solar panels, robust insulation, reusing and upcycling, recycling as much as we can 
40. travel less shop more in Gainsborough than Lincoln have a hybrid car, heat pump 

and solar energy 
41. As a household we reuse and recycle as much as we can. We try to grow what we 

can and teach our children the importance of that we also eat less meat and have a 
few veggie days per week 

42. We no longer have a coal fire  We are more careful with the use of water 
43. I have invested in an air source heating system and solar panels. I have installed 

double glazing throughout, had my wall cavity insulated and topped up my loft with 
insulation. My car has a low emission engine and I keep my traveling to a minimum. 

44. Recycling, walking, and cycling, saving water and energy where possible. 
45. I’m thinking about options but not many people do this. I talk about the future with my 

children too. How many people can honestly say that they care for the future 
generations? 

46. solar power, recycling reducing water use 
47. Recycling, but frustrated not more is recyclable. Travel less, turned thermostat down. 

Avoid cheap limited use clothing. Avoid single use plastics. Complain about plastic 
use when glass, paper card could be used 

48. Tree planting is useful but has to be in context. Anything that people grow, whether 
food or creature friendly, I always encourage, hopefully by example. I am rigorous in 



preparing waste according to recycling criteria and ensuring purchase of services or 
products are as sustainable as possible. 

49. Reusing and recycling where I can. No unnecessary travel. Reduced water usage. 
Use green energy supplier. Care shopping for no food waste. 

50. Reducing water use recycle avoid packaging or carrier bags and working from home 
reducing car miles 

51. Throwing as much as I can into the recycle bin so it can be sorted which keeps 
people in employment. 

52. As much as I can-I cannot buy a new Electric car, or change the boiler system to 
solar etc-maybe would consider it when things need replacing, 

53. Working from home all the time 
54. Home growing veg. Composting. Less vehicle use. Local purchasing of goods. 
55. I do live in a rural area and unfortunately a car (low emission) is essential for 

shopping, getting to work etc. To offset this I have been planting trees, am meticulous 
at re-cycling and try to limit plastic, waste, etc. 

56. Only using my car when absolutely necessary. Mending and patching my worn out 
clothes instead of buying new ones. Recycling. Compost heap. Wild areas in our 
garden to create wildlife havens. 

57. At my age ,very little .My driving mileage is very low ,I no longer fly, I have low water 
use appliances, I re cycle as much as I can 

58. Not enough, but I’m working on it. I recycle, travel less, ordered solar panels but I 
need to change habits as I am still using too much electricity and water. 

59. Buying as much food as we can from local producers, eg at markets and farm shops, 
focussing on seasonal produce, as opposed to items imported from far away. 
Walking as much as possible. 

60. Recycling, growing fruit, limiting travel, insulating. 
61. Try to reduce amount of meat eaten, reduce shopping trips in the car, use more local 

resources to support businesses, recycle as much as possible, limit how much new 
clothing is bought to reduce carbon footprint and water use 

62. Insulation of my house recycling ensuring my vehicle is maintained to optimise 
economy. Use of programmable heating controls, room thermostats, solar roof 
panels, programming washing and dishwasher to run when generating my own solar 
power, correct setting of beer fridge in garage to minimise excess power usage. Led 
lighting throughout. Purchasing fresh local food avoiding pre packed ready meals 
which contain packaging and have transport costs. Avoiding fruit flown in from Kenya 
etc. Discovering commodity supply chain to make purchase decisions that minimise 
carbon footprint 

63. Recycling, making house energy efficient 
64. I'm already driving less, and reducing waste. My wheelie bins only go out at about 2 

month intervals (I have an efficient composting regime). 
65. Recycling where possible. Shopping local where possible. Using as little water as 

possible. 
66. Reduced car use and growing own food. Reduced use of plastics where possible 
67. Manic recycler/upcycler. All electric on a green supplier.  Will change to hybrid 🚗.  

Wash at lower temp. Only shower. Grow own veg. 
68. Reducing car journeys, segregating waste, home is fully insulated etc. 
69. Increased recycling, seeking 'greener' products, gardening in a more sensitive & 

sustainable way 
70. Recycling, walking more, less car journeys, shopping locally 
71. Try to combine journeys, recycle, put food out for wild animals rather than throwing it 

away 
72. Looking for opportunities as above 
73. I recycle as much waste as I can. Though I do travel in my car, I don't go out for "a 

ride round" there is always a purpose to my journeys. I do travel by bus when I can 
but bus times and services are not always convenient.  I always switch off 
unnecessary lights and keep my heating turned down as low as possible. I do not 



dump rubbish, I never knowingly harm animals and other wildlife, I respect nature and 
do my best to preserve it. 

74. Working in our own community to reduce carbon footprint: Village Hall LED Lights 
and Heating system. Playing Field, Garden's Gyms, promote growing your produce. 
Scouts, Education, better planning re programmes to reduce travel Church, looking to 
be carbon neutral by 2025 Home, Cycling more 

75. Reduce car journeys, and whenever possible use public transport or car share. 
Where possible I grow my own veg and share with family and friends, have also 
encouraged neighbours to grow some food by giving them plants of a reasonable 
size, give help and advice to achieve a crop of tomatoes, herbs and strawberries, 
which has now got them looking at expanding next year. Use water butts to harvest 
rain water for garden, reduce energy waste by increased loft insulation, wall 
insulation, and double glazing. Using a dishwasher which can dramatically reduce the 
amount of water used for washing up during the average day (which reports). 
Recycle/repair household items whenever possible. 

76. Trying to cycle more and use the car less. Thinking about how to make the home 
more energy efficient. 

77. Recycling, buying energy efficient electrical goods. Smaller efficient car. LED lighting 
etc. 

78. Religiously recycle all I can, using the blue bin. We have a rainwater recovery system 
that is used for toilet flushing and garden irrigation. House is to latest insulation 
standards. 

79. Plan car travel carefully to minimise number of journeys. Take friends shopping and 
give lifts where possible, recycle as much as I possibly can, grow own vegetables 
where I can, keep heating below 19.5 degrees. 

80. Helping to plant trees. Using less single use plastic. Recycling everything where 
possible. Up-cycling existing items around the house 

81. Recycling, local purchasing, reducing energy use, reducing waste, upcycling 
82. Converting to energy savings through solar and Air source heat pump. Buying locally 

in small shops and businesses. 
83. Growing our own vegetables. Travelling mindfully. Observing the use of energy. 

Insulation of our .home 
84. My house is a self-build property and by doing this I was able install more insulation 

in walls and roof areas than was required my law allowing me to benefit from lower 
energy use and better control of temperatures.  I have also installed solar panels on 
my roof which saves about a third of my electricity use a year and to add to this I buy 
only wind and solar power from my supplier Octopus. 

85. Reducing our use of energy and other recourses were we can.  Bringing some 
ancient woodland back into management. 

86. Everything 
87. I park on the street and walk the last 1.5 miles to my work (I could walk further but 

can't find a safer place to park further away - would be an idea for Lincoln Council to 
make more parking available on the outskirts of the city but I am the only one in the 
office mad enough to do this). Public transport costs 5 times more than using my car 
to go to work so not an option, sorry. I try to shop at Lincoln market for fruit and veg 
so not to buy them wrapped in plastic at supermarkets. I always carry my own bags 
and never pick up new bags from shops. I reduced heating in the house to +16 and 
wear a jumper all year round (not a t-shirt and shorts!!). I eat all leftovers for my lunch 
the following day - I never buy pre-packed lunches - waste of money and waste of 
plastic. I ignore use-by or best-before dates and decide for myself what's edible and 
what's not.  I still wear clothes I acquired 15-20 years ago and do not feel the need to 
renew my wardrobe with every season. 

88. I do the above. Electric cars are not currently practical until they can provide a 
practical infrastructure, then I would have one in a heartbeat. 

89. Supporting measures to improve the natural environment and more sustainable 
farming. 

90. Solar panels, wall insulation, loft insulation, double glazing, UPVC doors. 



91. Professionally work for the environment agency helping them achieve their ambitious 
net zero by 2030 target! Personally drive an electric car, roof insulation, reduce food 
waste, grow what we can, renewable energy contract, and would love to do more but 
i have an old house and retrofitting is unbelievably expensive. Even with two decent 
salaries coming in there is no way we could make it feasible. 

92. In my village I wrote an article in the Magazine 10 ways to improve your environment 
- walking to school /work/shops, offsetting flights by tree planting if you must go 
abroad, don't put recyclable items in a plastic bag - it contaminates, avoid the use of 
balloons they take years to biodegrade and may kill wildlife.  I try to practice good 
recycling and environmentally friendly actions. 

93. Those items ticked on Question 7. Engaging friends, family & groups in talking about 
actions we can all take to reduce our own carbon footprints. 

94. Making my own changes where possible, joining interest groups for local and national 
information.   Shopping locally and checking food miles before purchasing goods. 
Buying in seasons and without plastic wrapping.  Recycling and upcycling.  
Switching electrical appliances off at the socket when not in use. 

95. Recycling where possible. 
96. Energy saving, recycle, Stopped unnecessary travel. 
97. Recycling and own a hybrid vehicle but this is not really a lot. 
98. Tidying to do all above daily 
99. Main vehicle Hybrid Car charged from Photo voltaic panels when possible. Keep 

travel local and essential. Growing own produce and composting. Buying local 
whenever possible. Repurposing or recycling as much obsolete/waste materials as 
possible. Litter pick. LED lighting throughout house and garden. Use of solar lighting 
externally. 

100. Spreading the message whenever I can.   Changing my life style to be net 
zero.  Planting trees/hedges, growing vegetables and developing green spaces 

101. Solar panels fitted.  Recycle everything possible. Reduce food waste to 
almost zero.  Driving to use as little fuel as possible.  Track energy use in detail and 
minimise where possible.  Repair rather than replace wherever possible. 

102. Recycling as much as possible, re using plastic bags, 
103. Recycling growing trees 
104. We have pv panels.  We have planted a small wood 110 trees. We have 

planted an area of our field with wildflower seeds 
105. Reducing waste, recycling, growing our own food, using public transport as 

much as possible and making every effort to do whatever we can. 
106. We're about to buy our first electric car, we have a domestic solar array and 

we're going to be vegetarian from 2021. We haven't travelled by air since 2016. 
107. I generally walk and cycle. I have not used a car to get to work for around 15 

years. We have solar panels and air source heating. Our car is small and an 
`ecofriendly` model. When it is replaced in a year or so we will get an electric car. I 
am a Parish Councillor and we are establishing a group to consider 
Environmental/Climate change education/policies in Nettleham. 

108. Have installed solar panels and two batteries to reduce electric consumption. 
Using my car less and walking to local shops, recycling waste where possible and not 
using chemicals harmful to the environment 

109. Recycling, composting, walking whenever possible and using less water and 
energy 

110. Less travelling 
111. As much recycling, and little unnecessary travel 
112. Re cycle, compost, grow own veg and have small trees in my garden but know 

I could do more. 
113. 100% green energy, air source / solar heating, electric car, vegetarian, work in 

the environmental sector addressing climate change - but i still need to do more.  
Systemic change is needed 

114. Switched to LED lighting and installed a more efficient boiler.  Also trying to 
recycle more of our waste. 



115. Solar panels, low heat loss home, water harvesting 
116. I already recycle everything, buy local and not in packaging if possible.  I have 

rewilded my garden (!) and also grow my own fruit and veg.  I try to go shopping only 
once a week and then locally, and I make my own food rather than eating packaged 
pre-prepared food.  I use water sparingly and also heating although I do have an 
inefficient house.  I would not know how to charge an electric vehicle and think the 
council needs to make a plan to enable people - especially in towns - to charge 
electric vehicles. 

117. Reduce energy consumption and recycle as much as possible. 
118. Recycling. Growing own food, use of smart meter. 
119. Walking to our local shops instead of using the car, this has led to taking the 

long route there so increasing the amount of exercise. We also intend to plant some 
small trees in the garden. 

120. Recycling mainly 
121. Recycling, limiting waste, energy efficiency, buying local, eating less 

meat/more plant based food, travelling less, buying less e.g. only when really 
needed! encouraging others to do the same 

122. We have very little black bin waste by recycling and composting. We have 
cavity wall insulation, loft insulation and under roof felt insulation plus a more efficient 
boiler. 

123. I am an environmental protection adviser for MOD 
124. I have achieved a very low carbon footprint for my family, by cutting miles in 

my car, growing most of my own food and fully insulating my home. 
125. As much as possible. 
126. Limiting travel by working online. 
127. I don’t throw away food. I walk when I can. I used to use the bus but they’ve 

stopped it. I try to minimise energy use - I have a smart meter. I cultivate my garden 
and encourage wildlife. I use low energy lightbulbs. I would buy an electric car if they 
were cheaper. I buy clothes that last so don’t need so many. I recycle and upcycle 
and pass unwanted items to charity. I bulk cook for the freezer. I put on a jumper 
before turning the heating up. I do one main shop every 8-9 days. I shop locally. I try 
to offset air miles with tree planting. 

128. Not taking holidays abroad. Producing our own fruit and vegetables and home 
composting suitable waste. Reducing annual mileage in car bearing in mind that 
there is no public transport in the village except for schools in term time. Insulating 
our home. Using soakaways at our expense on our property meaning all rainfall 
passes through the soil to replenish the underground aquifers. Households used to 
get a 50 % reduction in the sewerage section of the water bill/rates. This has been 
reduced to less than 5% since the 1980's. - This allowance needs to be re-
implemented to reduce flooding. 

129. New house being built with excellent insulation, far higher than required by the 
regulations. Considering solar panels which are very expensive. No gas for cooking. 

130. Recycle. Hybrid car. Shop locally. Insulation. 
131. Shopping once a week a walking locally to purchase any essentials missed or 

used and needing to replace 
132. Walking where it is feasible. Shopping locally. Using public transport when 

available. Recycling as much as we can. 
133. Developing new habits to achieve as much as I, an individual, can currently 

do. Watch for new achievable innovations with the carbon reduction at its head. 
134. All of the above. I wear long johns and vests in winter rather than putting the 

heating-- I could easily afford to have the heating on all day it is 14.00 & I have drawn 
my curtains 

135. I feel that I am already making an effort in the way that I have answered the 
previous questions - recycling, less car mileage, buying local, growing my own veg., 
eating more plant based meals and generally caring about the environment (including 
supporting applicable charities) 

136. I have now been vegan for 4 years. I try and buy local and in season produce. 



I raise awareness of community spirit and volunteer within the village to improve the 
wellbeing of all. 

137. Planning shopping and combining trips for multiple errands, rather than just 
nipping out most days (by car because it’s a 12 mile round trip to nearest shop!) 
Avoiding over-packaged items.   Cooking meals from scratch using seasonal foods, 
rather than ready-meals. Growing veg in the garden. Mending things and re-using 
them, rather than just throwing away and buying new. 

138. Home is fully insulated, cavity wall etc, solar panels, use public transport 
where possible, low emissions car (only used once or twice a week).  Grow own soft 
fruit in garden and veg where possible. 

139. 2 green bins .4 compost +hot bin .endeavouring to choose less single use 
plastic e.g straws and cottonwool buds and food packaging .buy toilet rolls from who 
gives a crap .buying less clothes . Recycling thro charity shops .considering electric 
car. 

140. The Covid-19 pandemic has had an impact e.g. more plastic bags which we 
had stopped using - due to deliveries and click and collect (not to mention the 
mountain of PPE albeit essential at present). Had stated to use public transport more, 
but again not since the pandemic. I do not think Lincolnshire public transport is good 
e.g. bus drivers not helpful when asking for advice where to change buses etc. "I'm 
only driving the bus mate" or when asking which stand at Grimsby to get the bus back 
to Lincoln "this is our tea break not an information centre" are not very helpful or 
encouraging the use of buses. We recycle as much as we can, we walk and only use 
the car when we have too. 

141. Trying to waste less, use and repair what we have and not always want more 
or new. Recycling as much as possible.  Trying to think of habitat in our garden, 
plants for insects etc. 

142. Recycle. Trying to conserve water usage. Reduce car journeys.  Donate to 
climate change charities. 

143. We are recycling more and trying to buy food and stuff without plastic 
wrapping. 

144. As above I never throw anything away that I can repair, (my wife was told by a 
chap that worked with me that she was very lucky to be marrying me as I could mend 
anything!). We have solar panels fitted for years, our 3rd hybrid car, double glazing 
and extra insulation in the loft. Two years ago I fitted a "solar i boost" to the hot water 
system which has given us hot water free for washing and showers for two summers 
now and in the winter months if there is some sunshine during the day it helps keep 
our gas use down. 

145. I grow some of my own fruit, veg and salad stuff, I have a compost heap, I 
collect rain water for use in garden, I do woodland management producing firewood 
and replanting of trees, I buy loose food stuff where and when I can to reduce 
packaging waste, I have to use a car due to mobility and health issues but I always 
plan my trips to include as many places I need to attend in one round journey. I have 
ensured my home insulation is up to the latest specifications, I put a jumper on rather 
than just turning up the heating thermostat, I recycle, upcycle and reuse items as 
much as I  possibly can, I buy second hand clothes where possible instead of new 
imported clothes and use old clothes as cleaning cloths etc. I reuse plastic, cardboard 
and metal packaging as many times as is practical, when cooking I use hob top 
steamers so 1x gas ring cooks 2, 3 or 4 veg at once, when using my electric oven I 
cook as many things that need to be cooked in an oven at one time, I conserve fresh 
water. 

146. Use of household recycling, eating more plant based diet, switched to one car 
household and stopped using remaining car for as many short journeys as possible 

147. Limiting water and energy usage.  Limiting use of car to commuting to and fro 
work only. Planting trees and plants. 

148. Planting trees within our garden. Improving insulation of our home.  Driving 
less. Minimising plastic usage. 

149. reduce car journeys reusing/upcycling 



150. Staying at home more. Shopping more on line and keeping the house a bit 
less warm. 

151. We are too rural to use public transport, we need a better country service 
(more often than once an hour). Recycling rubbish properly. I don't overuse my 
heating, shop locally 

152. Driving less, recycling as much as possible, limiting use of electricity and water 
where we can. Collecting rain water, composting waste, growing some vegetables 
and fruit. 

153. Being aware of the consequences of individual actions 
154. Renewable energy, recycling, well insulated home, use of public transport, 

limited car use (occasional car hire). 
155. Re-cycling, solar panels, traveling less or using public transport 
156. We have 5 rainwater butts. Have reduced our mileage by half. Showering 

rather than bathing. Insulated walls and loft. Growing some of our own fruit and veg. 
Two more trees planned for spring. Reduced the amount of red meat we eat thereby 
reducing emissions! Recycle most of our “rubbish”. 

157. I try and recycle as much as possible but not easy to understand packaging 
sometimes Less journeys Less water usage and less utilises used where possible 

158. No longer fly on filthy aeroplanes.  Holiday in the UK. Recycle as much as 
possible. Limit travel and try and shop locally when possible. 

159. Encouraging reduction in waste at work and turning down my thermostat. 
Shopping locally, growing my own veg, eating less meat, cutting down my travel. 

160. Developing a climate change strategy for my community 
161. Reduce consumption of water, power. Travel less. Eat less processed food. 

Cook at home using fresh produce. Re-use where possible rather than buying new 
stuff. Refuse to buy over packaged goods. 

162. Recycle, reuse, and reduce. We burn waste wood on our fire and have 
enquired about boiler replacement, solar panels, thermosolar, but the grants do not 
apply to our wage bracket, despite having no savings and being lifelong tax payers. It 
is frustrating when you cannot afford the changes sand we don't want to borrow more 
money when job security is not promised. 

163. Walk/cycle to work, work from home, and recycle glass/paper/plastics/green 
waste. Recycle old clothes to charity shops. Recycle used batteries. Reduced central 
heating temperature and put on extra jumper! Careful with water - have 2 water butts 
and about to install another. Grow fruit & veg. Have frog "house" in garden. 

164. as much as I can with the resources I have available 
165. Recycling as much as possible. Shopping locally and limiting the number of 

times I shop. Trying to cut down on the amount of electricity and water used. The 
house has cavity and loft insulation but no solar panels( too expensive when you are 
on a pension) 

166. ...such as recycling and reusing items, being careful with water use, using a 
100% renewable gas & electric supplier. I also try and persuade friends and family to 
do the same if they can (without lecturing - that just has the opposite effect!) 

167. Showing concern, 'practice what you preach' attitude, saving and protecting 
wherever possible. 

 
 
 
9. Prior to completing this questionnaire, how aware were you that West Lindsey District 

Council were developing a Sustainability, Climate Change and the Environment Strategy 
and had set a target of net-zero carbon emissions by 2050?  

   82 (28.3%) Aware 
   116 (40.0%) Somewhat aware 
   92 (31.7%) Not aware at all 



 
 
 
10. Taking everything into account, how satisfied are you that West Lindsey is working to be a 

Green District?  
   64 (22.0%) Very satisfied 
   152 (52.2%) Fairly satisfied 
   61 (21.0%) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
   11 (3.8%) Fairly dissatisfied 
   3 (1.0%) Very dissatisfied 
 
 

 
 
 
11. Have you completed this survey as: 
   237 (81.2%) a citizen panel member 
   72 (24.7%) a resident 
   16 (5.5%) a Parish or Town Councillor 
   1 (0.3%) a WLDC Councillor 
   1 (0.3%) on behalf of a business 
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12. Are you? 
   170 (59.2%) Male 
   115 (40.1%) Female 
   0 (0.0%) Transgender 
   2 (0.7%) Prefer not to say 
 
 

 
 
 
13. What age are you? 
   0 (0.0%) Under 16 
   3 (1.0%) 16-25 
   10 (3.4%) 26-35 
   26 (8.9%) 36-45 
   25 (8.6%) 46-55 
   72 (24.7%) 56-65 
   111 (38.0%) 66-75 
   37 (12.7%) 76 or over 
   8 (2.7%) Prefer not to say 
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